Abstract. Let Ξ be the crown domain associated with a non-compact irreducible hermitian symmetric space G{K. We give an explicit description of the unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Kähler structure on Ξ, i. e. compatible with the adapted complex structure J ad and with the G-invariant Kähler structure of G{K. We also compute invariant potentials of the involved Kähler metrics and the associated moment maps.
Introduction
A quaternionic complex structure on a 4n-dimensional real manifold consists of three complex structures I, J, K such that IJK "´Id. It is called hyperKähler if there exist 2-forms ω I , ω J , ω K which are Kähler for I, J, K, respectively, and define the same Riemannian metric given by gp¨,¨q " ω I p¨, I¨q " ω J p¨, J¨q " ω K p¨, K¨q .
A hyper-Kähler manifold is holomorphic symplectic with respect to any of its complex structures, e.g. the complex symplectic form ω J`i ω K is holomorphic with respect to I.
Let pG{K, g 0 q be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. In [BiGa96a] , O. Biquard and B. Gauduchon proved that in the compact case the holomorphic cotangent bundle T˚G{K 1,0 , endowed with its canonical holomorphic symplectic form ω C can , carries a unique G-invariant hyper-Kähler metric whose restriction to G{K, identified with the zero section, coincides with g 0 (see also [Cal79] ). They also showed that in the non-compact case such a hyper-Kähler metric only exists on an appropriate tubular neighbourhood of G{K in T˚G{K 1,0 . Identify T˚G{K 1,0 -T˚G{K with the tangent bundle T G{K via the metric g 0 . For G{K a classical Hermitian symmetric space, A. S. Dancer and R. Szöke ( [DaSz97] ) have shown that the hyper-Kähler metric constructed in [BiGa96a] is determined by ω J ad (see [LeSz91] and [GuSt91] ) via a G-equivariant fiber preserving diffeomorphism of the tangent bundle T G{K. This suggests that, on the maximal domain of existence of J ad , there exists a G-invariant hyper-Kähler structure which includes J ad .
In this paper we consider an arbitrary non-compact Hermitian symmetric space G{K. We regard the maximal domain of existence of the adapted complex structure as a G -invariant domain Ξ in the Lie group complexification G C {K C of G{K, where J ad coincides with the complex structure of G C {K C (cf. [BHH03] ). In the literature Ξ is referred to as the crown domain associated with G{K.
We show that indeed Ξ admits a unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Kähler structure, i.e. such that J " J ad and the restriction of pI, ω I q to G{K coincides with the Kähler structure defined by g 0 . The adapted hyper-Kähler structure coincides with the pull-back of the hyper-Kähler structure determined by O. Biquard and P. Gauduchon. However, it satisfies different initial conditions and its uniqueness does not follow from their arguments. Moreover, from the condition J " J ad it is easy to deduce that the forms ω I and ω K are locally G C -invariant (Lemma 7.2), a fact which was not evident from the previous investigations.
For all the quantities involved in the adapted hyper-Kähler structure, we provide explicit formulas in Lie theoretical terms. In the case of G{K compact, one can adopt a similar strategy to obtain a unique invariant adapted hyper-Kähler structure on the whole complexification G C {K C -T G{K. In order to state our main result we need to fix some notation. Let k'p be the Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G with respect to K. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p and denote by Σ the associated restricted root system. The crown domain associated with G{K in G C {K C is by definition
where Ω :" tH P a : |αpHq| ă π 2
, @α P Σu is the cell defined by D. N. Akhiezer and S. G. Gindikin in [AkGi90] . The closed subset exp iΩK C {K C is a G-slice of Ξ.
Let I 0 be the G-invariant complex structure of G{K. On p -T eK G{K, it coincides with the adjoint action of a central element of k (see (5)). Its C-linear extension to p C is also denoted by I 0 . The conjugation with respect to p of an element Z in p C is indicated by Z. The Killing form of g C , as well as its restrictions to p C and to p, is denoted by B. The standard G-invariant Kähler structure pI 0 , ω 0 q on G{K is uniquely determined by its restriction to p , namely ω 0 p¨,¨q " BpI 0¨,¨q . Finally, for z P G C {K C and Z P g C , let
be the vector field induced by the holomorphic G C -action on G C {K C . Our main result is as follows.
Theorem. Let G{K be an irreducible, non-compact Hermitian symmetric space endowed with its standard G-invariant Kähler structure, and let Ξ be the associated crown domain. There exists a unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Kähler structure pI, J, K, ω I , ω J , ω K q on Ξ, i.e. such that J " J ad and the Kähler structure pI, ω I q coincides with pI 0 , ω 0 q when restricted to G{K.
paq The symplectic J-holomorphic form ω I´i ω K is the restriction of a G Cinvariant form on G C {K C and is uniquely determined by
pbq For z " aK C on the G-slice exp iΩK C {K C of Ξ, the G-invariant complex structure I is given by
Let tA 1 ,¨¨¨, A r u be the basis of a defined in (2) and (3) of Section 2 and C :" BpA 1 , A 1 q "¨¨¨" BpA r , A r q. Write a " exp iH, where H " ř r j"1 t j A j . pcq Let ρ 0 be a potential of ω 0 and let p : Ξ Ñ G{K the G-equivariant projection given by ppgaK C q " gK. A potential of ω I is given by ρ 0˝p`ρI , where the G-invariant function ρ I is defined by
where Ψp ř r j"1 t j A j q " 1 2 ř r j"1 sinp2t j qA j .
We sketch the strategy of the proof. If such a G-invariant hyper-Kähler structure exists, then the forms ω I and ω K are necessarily restrictions of G C -invariant forms on G C {K C (Lemma 7.2). It follows that they coincide with the forms given in (a) (Rem. 7.4). A standard argument also shows that they are closed (Lemma 5.2(iii)).
The forms ω I , ω K , the complex structure J " J ad , and the almost complex structure I defined in (b), determine a G-invariant quaternionic almost complex structure. Then, by a result of N. J. Hitchin, the integrability of I and K :" IJ follows from the closeness of ω J p¨,¨q :" ω I pJ¨, I¨q ([Hit87], Lemma 6.8). This property is proved by showing that the G-invariant function ρ J defined in (d) is a potential of ω J by means of restricted root theory and moment map techniques (Prop. 6.2). As a result, p I, J, K , ω I , ω J , ω K q is a G-invariant adapted hyper-Kähler structure, as claimed. A similar strategy is used to obtain the Ginvariant potential ρ I of ω I´p˚ω0 indicated in (c) (Prop. 8.2). Such potential is expressed in terms of a real function f I satisfying a simple trigonometric differential equation (cf. [BiGa96a] , Thm. 1). A proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Kähler structure is outlined in Section 7. In the case of G " SL 2 pRq, all details are given in Appendix A.
As a further application of the above techniques, we also provide a Lie theoretical formulation of the pull-back to Ξ of the canonical real symplectic form on the cotangent bundle T˚G{K (Appendix B).
The exposition is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect the basic facts which are needed in the sequel. In Section 3 we introduce the (almost) complex structure I. In Section 4 we express in a Lie theoretical fashion the inverse of the G-equivariant diffeomorphism introduced in [DaSz97] . This leads to a useful expression of I which is exploited in the computation of 2iBB J ρ J . In Section 5 we introduce the forms ω I , ω J , ω K and study their basic properties. In Section 6 we show that the G-invariant function ρ J is a potential of ω J and compute the associated moment map. In Section 7 we prove the main theorem by assembling the results obtained in other sections. In Section 8 we show that the G-invariant function ρ I is a potential of ω I´p˚ω0 .
Preliminaries
Let g be a non-compact semisimple Lie algebra and let k be a maximal compact subalgebra of g . Denote by θ the Cartan involution of g with respect to k, with Cartan decomposition g " k ' p. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace in p. The dimension of a is by definition the rank of G{K. The adjoint action of a decomposes g as
where m is the centralizer of a in k, the joint eigenspace g α " tX P g | rH, Xs " αpHqX, for every H P au is the α-restricted root space and Σ consists of those α P a˚for which g α " t0u. Denote by B the Killing form of g, as well as its holomorphic extension to g C (which coincides with the Killing form of g C ). For α P Σ, consider the θ-stable space grαs :" g α ' g´α, and denote by krαs and prαs the projections of grαs onto k and p, respectively. Then
are B-orthogonal decompositions of k and p, respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Every element X in p decomposes in a unique way as
where X a P a and P α P prαs. The vector P α can be written uniquely as P α " X α´θ X α , where X α is the component of X in the root space g α . Moreover, rH, P α s " αpHqK α , where K α is the element in krαs uniquely defined by
Proof. The proof of this lemma is an easy exercise.
The restricted root system of a Lie algebra g of Hermitian type is either of type C r (if G{K is of tube type) or of type BC r (if G{K is not of tube type), i.e. there exists a basis te 1 , . . . , e r u of a˚for which Σ " Σ`Y´Σ`, with Σ`" t2e j , 1 ď j ď r, e k˘el , 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type C r , Σ`" te j , 2e j , 1 ď j ď r, e k˘el , 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type BC r . With the above choice of a positive system Σ`, the roots λ 1 :" 2e 1 , . . . , λ r :" 2e r form a maximal set of long strongly orthogonal positive restricted roots (i.e. such that λ k˘λl R Σ, for k " l).
For every j " 1, . . . , r, the root space g λ j is one-dimensional. Fix E j P g λ j such that the slp2q-triples tE j , θE j , A j :" rθE j , E j su are normalized as follows
The vectors tA 1 , . . . , A r u form a B-orthogonal basis of a and
For j " 1, . . . , r, define
Denote by I 0 the G-invariant complex structure of G{K. On p -T eK G{K, it coincides with the adjoint action of the element Z 0 P Zpkq given by
for some element S P m (see Lemma 2.4 in [GeIa13] ). The complex structure I 0 permutes the blocks of the decomposition (1) of p. Indeed, from the normalizations (2) and (3), one sees that
for j " 1, . . . , r. In particular I 0 a " À r j"1 prλ j s. Moreover, one can easily check that I 0 pre k`el s " pre k´el s , I 0 pre j s " pre j s (non-tube case).
For a " exp iH, with H P a, define a C-linear operator F a :
where π # : g C Ñ p C be the linear projection along k C . One easily checks that
for all A P a and P α P prαs. In particular, for every H P Ω, the operator F a is an isomorphism and F a ppq " p.
be the vector field induced by the holomorphic G C -action on G C {K C . For z " aK C on the slice of Ξ and Z P p C , one has
Denote by Ξ 1 the G-invariant subdomain of Ξ defined by
where Ω 1 :" tH P Ω : αpHq " 0, @α P Σu is the regular subset of Ω. Note that Ω 1 is dense in Ω and Ξ 1 is dense in Ξ. Later on, in the computation of the potentials of the various Kähler forms, we need the identities contained in the next lemma.
On the other hand, for
Differentiating the above expression at 0, one obtains
Then the required identity follows by taking c α "´c os αpHq sin αpHq .
(ii) This is a special case of (i).
(iii) By setting C " K α and Y a " 0 in the proof of (i), one obtains
The complex structure I
In this section we introduce a new G-invariant almost complex structure I on Ξ. Its integrability will be settled in Section 7. Eventually, I, J " J ad and K :" IJ will be the three complex structures of our hyper-Kähler structure on Ξ.
Definition 3.1. For gaK C in Ξ and Z P p C the G-invariant (almost) complex structure I is defined by
We claim that the above definition is well posed. Suppose that z " gaK C " g 1 a 1 K C , for some g, g 1 P G and a, a 1 P exp iΩ, and that g˚r
C . This is equivalent to g " g 1 wk and a " w´1a 1 w, for some w P N K paq and z P Z K paq (see [KrSt05] , Prop.4.1), and Ad wk Z " U. Then
as claimed. By equations (11) one has
for every z " aK C on the slice of Ξ. In particular, for α P Σ`Y t0u and P α P prαs with I 0 P α P prβs, one has
From Definition 3.1 it is also clear that I 2 "´Id and IJ "´JI. Then, by defining K :" IJ, one obtains a quaternionic (almost) complex structure pI, J, Kq on Ξ.
is holomorphic with respect to the G-invariant complex structures I on Ξ and I 0 on G{K.
Proof. Since p is G-equivariant, it is sufficient to consider its restriction to the slice. Let Z " X`iY be an element of p C , with X, Y P p. We claim that the differential p˚: T Ξ Ñ T G{K at z " aK C , is given by
It is straightforward to check that p˚p r X z q " X. In order to verify that p˚p Ă iY z q " 0, write Y " Y a`ř α Q α , according to Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2(i) one has
exp sC exp siY a aK C , for an appropriate element C P k. Then from the definition of p it follows that p˚p Ă iY z q " 0. Now for Z P p C one has
which concludes the proof of the statement.
4. The inverse of Dancer-Szöke's deformation vs. the complex structure I
In this section we define a G-equivariant diffeomorphism ψ of the tangent bundle T G{K with the property that our complex structure I is the pull-back via ψ of the natural complex structure of the holomorphic cotangent bundle T˚G{K 1,0 -T˚G{K -T G{K (see also Rem. 10.2). The map ψ is the inverse of the diffeomorphism introduced in [DaSz97] , Sect. 4. However, here ψ and I are expressed in a Lie theoretical fashion, a fact that will be repeatedly exploited in the sequel.
By identifying the tangent bundle T G{K with the homogeneous vector bundle GˆK p, the map ψ is completely determined by its restriction Ψ : p Ñ p, namely ψrg, Xs " rg, ΨpXqs, for g P G and X P p. Note that ψ maps every fiber into itself.
Let Z 0 P Zpkq be the element inducing the complex structure I 0 on p and let π # : g C Ñ p C be the linear projection along k C .
Lemma 4.1. Let Ψ : p Ñ p be the map defined by
. Now the statement follows from the Ad Kequivariance of all the remaining maps in the composition defining Ψ.
(ii) One has
Lemma 2.1 and relations (5) and (6), imply that
It follows that the p C -component of Ad exp iH Z 0 is given by
For a " exp iH, with H P Ω, consider the C-linear map E a :
, and has the property that (cf. [Var84] , Thm. 2.14.3, p. 108) pexp˚q iH " pexp iHq˚r E a . One can verify that
for all A P a and P α P prαs, with α P Σ.
Lemma 4.2. Fix a " exp iH, with H P Ω 1 , and P α P prαs. Then
By the definition of E a , the left-hand side is a˚E a iP α ; likewise the right-hand side is´a˚π
Fix H P a. Identify as usual T H p and T ΨpHq p, the tangent spaces to p at H and at ΨpHq, with p. Consider the differential pΨ˚q H : p Ñ p of Ψ at H.
αpΨpHqq αpHq P α , for all P α P prαs with α P Σ`.
In particular pΨ˚q H is self-adjoint with respect to the Killing form B.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the definition of Ψ.
(ii) By Lemma 4.2 and the Ad K -equivariance of Ψ one has
In particular L extends real-analytically to exp iΩ and Ia˚Z " a˚L a Z , for every Z P p C .
Proof. Since the maps F a , E a and pΨ˚q H are C-linear and commute, the statement of the lemma is equivalent to
on p. Recall that I 0 permutes the blocks of decomposition (1), namely
As λ j " 2e j , by (6) and Lemma 4.3, one easily verifies that
If I 0 prαs " prβs, with α, β " 0, then we have that pΨ˚q H E´1 a P α "´I 0 F a I 0 P α if and only if the following identity holds true αpΨpHqq " sin αpHq cos βpHq.
For α " β " e k , equation (17) becomes 1 2 sin 2t k " sin t k cos t k , which is obviously verified. For α " e k˘el and β " e k¯el , equation (17) becomes 1 2 psin 2t k˘s in 2t l q " sinpt k˘tl q cospt k¯tl q, which can be easily checked.
Remark 4.5. By using the identity
one can also verify that the complex structure I is the pull-back via ψ of the natural complex structure on the holomorphic cotangent bundle T˚G{K 1,0 -T˚G{K -T G{K of G{K (see also Rem. 10.2) .
The hyper-kähler structure
In this section we introduce three G-invariant differential 2-forms ω I , ω J and ω K on the crown domain Ξ in G C {K C and study their basic properties. The forms ω I and ω K are restrictions of G C -invariant forms on G C {K C and therefore closed; ω J will be shown to be closed in Proposition 6.2. The forms ω I , ω J and ω K are invariant under the (almost) complex structures I, J and K, respectively. Eventually, they will be the three Kähler forms of our hyper-Kähler structure.
Definition 5.1. For g¨z P Ξ, with z " aK C , and Z P p C define G-invariant real-analytic forms by
We claim that the forms ω I , ω J and ω K are well defined. Indeed, assume that gaK C " g 1 a 1 K C , for some g, g 1 P G and a, a 1 P exp iΩ, and that g˚r Z aK C " h˚r U a 1 K C and g˚Ă W aK C " g 1 r V a 1 K C , for some Z, U, W, V P p C . This is equivalent to g " g 1 wk and a " w´1a 1 w, for some w P N K paq and z P Z K paq (see [KrSt05] , Prop.4.1), and in addition Ad wk Z " U and Ad wk W " V . Then, from the definition of the operator F a , the Ad K -equivariance of π # and the Ad K -invariance of B, it follows that
As a result,
" ω I pg˚r Z aK C , g˚Ă W aK C q, which says that ω I is well defined. A similar reasoning applies to ω K .
The form ω J is well defined, since the complex structure I and the form ω I are. For Z, W P p C , one has
(ii) For gaK C P Ξ and Z, W P p C , one has ω I ppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q " ReBpI 0 Z, W q; ω J ppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q "´ImBpI 0 Z, F a I 0 F´1 a W q; ω K ppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q "´ImBpI 0 Z, W q. (iii) The forms ω I and ω K are locally G C -invariant and are closed.
Proof. (i) By (16), the quantity on the right-hand side equalś
(ii) One has a˚Z " Č F´1 a Z aK C . The statements about ω I and ω K are immediate. For ω J , one has ω J ppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q " ω I pJpgaq˚Z, Ipgaq˚W q " ω I ppgaq˚iZ, pgaq˚L a W q "
(iii) We first show that the complex form ω I´i ω K is locally G C -invariant. To this aim, consider the map pˆipˆK C Ñ G C , given by pX, iY, kq Ñ exp X exp iY k, which sends a neighborhood of p0, 0, eq in pˆipˆK C onto a neighborhood of e in G C . For every Y P p one can write exp iY " h exp iHh´1, for some h P K and H P a. Then, due to the K C -equivariance of I 0 , the G C -invariance of B and the formulas proved in (ii), for exp X exp iY k P exp p exp ipK C one has
By letting exp X exp iY k vary in a neighborhood of e in G C , one concludes that the forms are locally G C -invariant near eK C . Since ω I and ω K are real-analytic, they are restrictions of G C -invariant forms on G C {K C . In order to prove that they are closed, we adapt the proof in [Wol84] , Thm. 8.5.6, p. 250, to our complex setting.
Let ω be an arbitrary G C -invariant 2-form on G C {K C . A similar argument as in [Wol84] , Lemma 8.5.5, shows that ω is closed if and only if so is its pull-back π˚ω to G C . Since π is G C -equivariant, the form π˚ω is G C -invariant. Given left invariant vector fields p X, p Y , x W on G C such that at least one of them lies in the kernel k C of the differential π˚at e, one has
" dωpπ˚X, π˚Y, π˚W q " 0 .
Hence we may assume that X, Y, W P p C . From Cartan's formula for the external derivation and the G C -invariance of π˚ω one has
which vanishes due to the inclusion rp
Lemma 5.3. The form ω I is I-invariant, namely ω I p¨,¨q " ω I pI¨, I¨q .
Likewise, ω J is J-invariant and ω K is K-invariant.
Proof. By the G-invariance of the forms, it is sufficient to prove the statements for z " aK C in the slice exp iΩK C . One has
Similarly, one obtains the J-invariance of ω J and the K-invariance of ω K .
6. An invariant potential for ω J and the associated moment map
In this section we exhibit a G-invariant potential for ω J , i.e. a G-invariant, smooth function ρ J such that 2iBB J ρ J " ω J . The fact that ρ J is J-strictly plurisubharmonic implies that ω J is a Kähler form with respect to J. We prove that 2iBB J ρ J " ω J by applying moment map techniques, namely we use the following reformulation of Lemma 7.1 in [HeGe07].
Let G be a real Lie group acting by holomorphic transformations on a manifold M with a complex structure I . For X P LiepGq, denote by r X the vector field on M induced by the G-action, namely r X z :" 
for X P LiepGq, is a moment map. It is referred to as the moment map associated with ρ.
In order to compute the G-invariant form´dd c I ρ, also in the case when ρ is not known to be I-strictly plurisubharmonic (as we do in Section 8), one can apply the following lemma.
Proof. The same proof as the one of Lemma 7.1 in [HeSc07] applies to our situation. Indeed their argument needs neither the compactness of G nor the plurisubharmonicity of ρ.
Proposition 6.2. Let z " gaK C , with a " exp iH, be an element in Ξ. The G-invariant function ρ J : Ξ Ñ R defined by ρ J pgaK C q :"´1 4 ř r j"1 cos λ j pHqBpA j , A j q , is a strictly plurisubharmonic potential for ω J . The associated moment map µ J : Ξ Ñ g˚is given by
for X P g.
Note that
BpA 1 , A 1 q "¨¨¨" BpA r , A r q is a constant depending only on the symmetric space G{K.
Proof. The map Ω Ñ R, given by H Ñ ρ J pexp iHK C q, is strictly convex. Then Theorem 10 in [BHH03] implies that ρ J is strictly plurisubharmonic.
The form´dd c J ρ J is computed by applying Lemma 6.1. For this we first determine µ
In particular we obtain the moment map µ J associated with ρ J .
Fix z " aK C , with a " exp iH and H P Ω 1 (see (12)). Start with X P p and write X a " 1 2 ř j λ j pX a qA j for the a-component of X. By Lemma 2.2(i) and the G-invariance of ρ J , one has
ř r j"1 sin λ j pHqλ j pX a qBpA j , A j q " B`X a , ΨpHq˘" B`X, ΨpHq˘. The G-invariance of ρ J and of the complex structure J then implies
for all g P G and X P p. In order to show that such an identity holds true also for X P k, write X " M`ř α K α , with M P m and
where the last equality follows from the G-invariance of ρ J . Since a K B k , it follows that d
B`X´srC, Xs, ΨpH`sV a q˘"´B`rC, Xs, ΨpHq˘`B`X, pΨ˚q H V a˘"
" B`X, rC, ΨpHqs˘`B`X, pΨ˚q H V a˘, where C "´ř α cos αpHq sin αpHq
In addition, by (9), (15) and Lemma 4.3 (ii), one obtains
As a result,´d d for every X P pzt0u. Since the blocks of decomposition (1) are eigenspaces of the map F a (see (9)) and are permuted by the complex structure I 0 (see (6)), it is sufficient to compute ReBpI 0 P α , F a I 0 F a´1 P α q, for α P Σ`Y t0u. For this, note that if I 0 P α P prβs (with the convention pr0s " a ), one obtains
cos βpHq cos αpHq
which is strictly positive for all H P Ω.
The next two lemmas are concerned with the uniqueness question for an arbitrary G-invariant hyper-Kähler structure pI, J , K, ω I , ω J , ω K q with the property that J " J ad and the restriction of the Kähler structure pI, ω I q to p -T eK C G{K coincides with the standard Kähler structure pI 0 , ω 0 q of G{K.
Lemma 7.2. Let G{K be an irreducible non-compact Hermitian symmetric space. Assume that ω I and ω K are elements of a G-invariant, hyper-Kähler structure on Ξ such that J " J ad . Then the J -holomorphic symplectic form
Proof. Recall that the local action of G C on Ξ is J -holomorphic and the complex form ω I´i ω K is G-invariant and J -holomorphic. Since G is a real form of G C , the result follows from the analytic continuation principle.
Denote by I 0 : p C Ñ p C and byĪ 0 : p C Ñ p C the linear and the anti-linear extension of I 0 : p Ñ p, respectively. ThenĪ 0 Z " I 0 Z. Lemma 7.3. Assume that ω I , ω K and J are elements of a G-invariant, hyperKähler structure on Ξ with J " J ad and such that the Kähler structure pI, ω I q coincides with pI 0 , ω 0 q when restricted to G{K. Then the restrictions of I and ω I to p C -T eK C G C {K C coincide withĪ 0 and ReBpI 0¨,¨q , respectively.
Proof. Recall that the restriction of J " J ad to p C is multiplication by i. Since IJ "´J I, for every X P p one has IiX "´iIX "´iI 0 X. This says that the restriction of I to p C coincides withĪ 0 . In a hyper-Kähler structure the form ω I is anti-J -invariant. This determines its restriction to ip " J p.
Then, in order to show that its restriction to p C coincides with ReBpI 0¨,¨q , we are left to show that p and J p are ω I -orthogonal.
For this recall that, by Lemma 7.2, for every t P R the form ω I is exp itZ 0 -invariant. Since for X, Y P p one has Ad exp itZ 0 X " cosh t X`sinh t iI 0 X and Ad exp itZ 0 Y " cosh t Y`sinh t iI 0 Y , it follows that
is equivalent to ω I pJ X, I 0 Y q " 0 for every X, Y in p. That is, p and J p are ω I -orthogonal, as wished.
Remark 7.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.3, the local G C -invariance of ω I and ω K pLemma 7.2 q implies that
Proof of the main Theorem. Let J " J ad be the adapted complex structure on Ξ, let I be the almost complex structure defined in Section 3 and K :" IJ. Then the usual algebraic properties
follow directly from Definition 3.1. By Proposition 7.1, the 2-forms ω I , ω J and ω K defined in Section 5 are Kähler with respect to the corresponding almost complex structures and all define the same Riemannian metric. In addition, they are closed in view of Lemma 5.2(iii) and Proposition 6.2. Now Lemma 6.8 in [Hit87] implies that I, J and K are integrable. This concludes the proof of the existence of a hyper-Kähler structure on Ξ with the required properties. The proof of Part (c) in the main theorem can be found in Section 8. Finally, we outline a proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Kähler structure. Let pI, J , K, ω I , ω J , ω K q be an arbitrary G-invariant hyper-Kähler structure with the property that J " J ad and the restriction of the Kähler structure pI, ω I q to p coincides with the standard Kähler structure pI 0 , ω 0 q of G{K. By Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3, the restriction of pI, ω I q to p C necessarily coincides with pĪ 0 , ReBpI 0¨,¨q q. Moreover, the forms ω I and ω K , being locally G C -invariant, are uniquely determined everywhere on Ξ (see Rem. 7.4). Then the relations K " IJ and ω J p¨,¨q " ω I pI¨,¨q show that the hyper-Kähler structure is uniquely determined if the complex structure I is. In turn, because of its G-invariance, I is uniquely determined by the map L : Ω Ñ GL R pp C q, given by H Ñ L H , which describes I along the slice. That is, Ia˚Z " a˚L H Z. In our hyper-Kähler setting, the operator L H is an anti-linear anti-involution and the form ReBpI 0¨,¨, q is L H -invariant. Moreover, the condition dω J " 0 yields a system of first order differential equations in the real analytic components of L H with initial conditions L 0 "Ī 0 . Then the uniqueness of the solution can be obtained by applying Cauchy-Kowaleskaya theorem. In the case of G " SL 2 pRq the details of this strategy are carried out in Appendix A. 8. A potential for ω I .
In this section we determine a G-invariant function ρ I with the property that ω I "´dd BpX, rrI 0 A j , Hs, Usq "´BpX, rrU, I 0 A j s, Hs`rrH, Us, I 0 A j sq " BprH, Xs, rU, I 0 A j sq´BprI 0 A j , Xs, rH, Usq " BprH, Xs, rA j , I 0 Usq`BprA j , I 0 Xs, rH, Usq " BprA j , rH, Xss, I 0 Uq´BpI 0 X, rA j , rH, Ussq which, for X " P α P prαs and U " Q β P prβs, becomeś`α
Thus one obtainś
It is clear that´dd
In view of relations (1), (6) and (7), we are left to check the following cases.
Case α " 0 and β " λ k . The above computation and our assumption on f I implý
, where the last identity follows from (19) and
Case α " e k`el and β " e k´el . Since λ k " α`β and λ l " α´β, one haś
By the trigonometric identity cos 2t k`c os 2t l " 2 cospt k`tl q cospt k´tl q one obtains
9. Appendix A: a proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Kähler structure for G " SL 2 pRq.
Here we carry out a proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Kähler structure in the case of G " SL 2 pRq, as announced in Section 7.
Consider the map pˆkˆΩ`Ñ Ξ, given by pU, C, Hq Ñ exp U exp C exp iHK C , which is an analytic diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of t0uˆt0uˆΩ`onto its image Ω 2 (cf. [KrSt05] , Cor. 4.2 ). On Ω 2 we consider the vector fields
where A :" rθE, Es, P " E´θE and K " E`θE . In particular I 0 A "´P , I 0 P " A . Moreover rA, Ks " αpAqP " 2P and rA, P s " αpAqK " 2K (see (2), (4) and (6)). All above vector fields commute, since they are push-forward of coordinate vector fields in the product pˆkˆΩ`.
Proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Kähler structure ( case of G " SL 2 pRq ). Let pI, J , K, ω I , ω J , ω K q be an arbitrary G-invariant hyper-Kähler structure with the property that J " J ad and the restriction of the Kähler structure pI, ω I q to p coincides with the standard Kähler structure pI 0 , ω 0 q of G{K. Consider the map L : Ω Ñ GL R pp C q which describes I along the slice by
where H P Ω and a " exp iH. As observed in the proof of the main Theorem in Section 7, we need to show that for every H in Ω and Z P p C one has
Claim. With respect to the basis tA, P, iA, iP u of p C , the anti-linear anti-involution L H of p is represented by the matriẍ
where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and b 1 are real-analytic functions of H and b 2 1`a 2 1`a 2 a 3 "´1. Proof of the claim. LetˆA B C Dḃ e the representative matrix of L H with respect to the above basis, which is compatible with the decomposition p ' ip. Since IJ "´J I , it follows that
This implies that C " B and D "´A, where
Since ω J p¨,¨q is skew-symmetric, (20) implies that
for every Z, W P p C . As 1`a 2 a 3 "´1 follows from the fact that pL H q 2 "´Id. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Then in order to conclude the proof, we need to show that the functions a 1 and b 1 identically vanish and a 3 pHq "´cos αpHq (recall that I 0 A "´P and I 0 P " A). This will be done by showing that such functions are solutions of a system of differential equations with initial conditions a 1 p0q " 0 " b 1 p0q, a 3 p0q "
1. Without loss of generality, in the sequel we assume that the Killing form B is normalized by BpA, Aq " BpP, P q " 1.
, with a " exp iH. Since the vector fields q A, q P , | iA commute and ω J is closed, the classical Cartan's formula gives
One has dω J p q A z , q P z , | iA z q " d dtˇt"0 ω J p q P exp tAaK C , | iA exp tAaK C qd dtˇt"0 ω J p q A exp tP aK C , | iA exp tP aK C q`d dtˇt"0 ω J p q A exp ipH`tAqK C , q P exp ipH`tAqK C q " " "´d dtˇt"0 ω J p d dsˇs"0 exp tK exp spA´trK, As`Opt 2 qqaK C , pexp tKaq˚iAqd dtˇt"0 ω J pexp ipH`tAq˚A,´exp ipH`tAq˚sin αpH`tAqiP q " "´d dtˇt"0 ω J pa˚pA`tαpAqF a P`Opt 2 qq, a˚iAqd dtˇt"0 sin αpH`tAqImBpI 0 A, L H`tA iP q "
"´ω J pa˚αpAqF a P, a˚iAq`d dtˇt"0 sin αpH`tAqReBpP, L H`tA P q "
" αpAq cos αpHqImBpI 0 P, L H iAq´d dtˇt"0 sin αpH`tAqa 1 pH`tAq "
"´αpAq cos αpHqReBpA, L H Aq´d dtˇt"0 sin αpH`tAqa 1 pH`tAq "
"´αpAq cos αpHqa 1 pHq´d dtˇt"0 sin αpH`tAqa 1 pH`tAq " "´2αpAq cos αpHqa 1 pHq´sin αpHq For H " 0 the solution of this differential equation is a 1 pHq " ce´2 log sin αpHq " c sin 2 αpHq and, due to the initial condition a 1 p0q " 0, one has lim HÑ0 a 1 pHq " 0. Hence c " 0 and a 1 " 0. ‚ a 3 pHq "´cos αpHq. For this choose the vector fields q P , q K and | iA. One has dω J p q P z , q K z , | iA z q " exp tK exp spP´trK, P s`Opt 2 qqaK C , pexp tKaq˚iAqd dtˇt"0 ω J pexp ipH`tAq˚cos αpH`tAqP,´exp ipH`tAq˚sin αpH`tAqiP q " (recall that rK, P s " 2A)
" ω J p2a˚A, a˚iAq LAURA GEATTI AND ANDREA IANNUZZÍ d dtˇt"0 cos αpH`tAq sin αpH`tAqω J pexp ipH`tAq˚P, exp ipH`tAq˚iP q " "´2ImBpI 0 A, L H iAq`d dtˇt"0 cos αpH`tAq sin αpH`tAqImBpI 0 P, L H`tA iP q " "´2ReBpP, L H Aq´d dtˇt"0 cos αpH`tAq sin αpH`tAqReBpA, L H`tA P q " "´2a 3 pHq´d dtˇt"0 cos αpH`tAq sin αpH`tAqa 2 pH`tAq " "´2a 3 pHq`d dtˇt"0 cos αpH`tAq a 3 pH`tAq sin αpH`tAq " 0 .
For the last equality we use that, since a 1 " b 1 " 0, one has a 2 "´1 a 3 (see claim). Due to the initial condition a 3 p0q "´1 and the fact that αpAq " 2, it follows that a 3 pHq "´cos αpHq. This concludes the proof.
Appendix B: the canonical Kähler form and its potential
Define ρ can : Ξ Ñ R by
BpH, Hq , for gaK C P Ξ with a " exp iH, and set ω can "´dd c J ρ can , where J " J ad . As mentioned in the introduction, Ξ can be thought as a G-invariant domain in the cotangent bundle T˚G{K. In this realization, from the results in [GuSt91] and [LeSz91] (see also [Sz91] ), it follows that ω can coincides with the canonical real symplectic form on T˚G{K.
An analogous computation as in Proposition 6.2 gives the following Lie group theoretic realization of ω can and of the associated moment map on Ξ Ă G C {K C .
Proposition 10.1. The function ρ can is a G-invariant potential of the canonical symplectic form, determined by ω can p r Z aK C , Ă W aK C q :"´ImB`Z, E´1 a F a W˘, for Z, W P p C . Equivalently, ω can pa˚Z, a˚W q "´ImB`F´1 a Z, E´1 a W˘.
The moment map µ can : Ξ Ñ g˚associated with ρ can is given by µ can pgaK C qpXq " B`Ad g´1 X, H˘.
Remark 10.2. By means of Lemma 5.2 pi q and Proposition 10.1, one can check that the form ω J is the pull-back of ω can via the G-equivariant map ψ defined in Section 4. pcf. Rem. 4.5 and [DaSz97] , Thm. 4.1q.
